Effects of lesions of the dorsal noradrenergic bundle on successive discrimination in the rat.
Male Sprague-Dawley rats were trained to bar-press for food reward on a successive discrimination involving periods of reward on a variable-interval (VI) 18-s schedule interspersed with periods of extinction. The two components of the schedule were signaled by a steady or a flashing light, counterbalanced between VI and extinction components. Confirming previous findings, the discrimination was easier when the flashing light signaled VI and the steady light signaled extinction, than with the reverse allocation of stimuli. This pattern of results is consistent with a dynamogenic effect of flashing light relative to steady light, facilitating discrimination when the flashing light signals the occasion to respond but impairing discrimination when this stimulus signals the occasion to withhold responding. Given this interpretation of performance in the successive discrimination task, it may be used to test three different hypotheses of the functions of the dorsal noradrenergic bundle (DB): that this subserves learning, selective attention, or behavioral inhibition plus arousal. To examine these hypotheses sham-operated animals were compared to animals in which hippocampal noradrenaline levels had been reduced by 98% and hypothalamic levels by 48% after injection into the DB of the catecholamine-specific neurotoxin, 6-hydroxy-dopamine. The lesioned animals responded more slowly than controls in VI components when these were signaled by the flashing light, and more rapidly than controls in extinction components when these were signaled by the steady light. In consequence, the discrimination was impaired only in the condition (flashing light signaling VI, steady light signaling extinction) which controls found easier. These results are in conflict with predictions from the learning and attentional hypotheses of DB function. They are consistent, however, with a model that attributes behavioral inhibitory functions to the DB projection to the septohippocampal system, and arousing functions to the DB projection to the hypothalamus.